Abstract. In this paper we introduce non-decreasing jump processes with independent and time non-homogeneous increments. Although they are not Lévy processes, they somehow generalize subordinators in the sense that their Laplace exponents are possibly different Bernštein functions for each time t. By means of these processes, a generalization of subordinate semigroups in the sense of Bochner is proposed. Because of time-inhomogeneity, two-parameter semigroups (propagators) arise and we provide a Phillips formula which leads to time dependent generators. The inverse processes are also investigated and the corresponding governing equations obtained in the form of generalized variable order fractional equations. An application to a generalized subordinate Brownian motion is also examined.
stationary and therefore they consist in a generalization of subordinators. The relationship with Lévy processes is highlighted by the fact that where λ → f (λ, s) is a Bernštein function for each fixed s ≥ 0. Without the condition of stationarity, the increments σ Π (t)−σ Π (s) have a distribution µ s,t depending on both s and t, and thus we have to deal with a two-parameter semigroup (also known as propagator). We propose a generalization of the Phillips' formula for subordinate semigroups in the sense of Bochner: if A generates a C 0 -semigroup of operators T t , t ≥ 0, on some Hilbert space H, then the map t → T s,t u = ∞ 0 T w u µ s,t (dw) is shown to solve the abstract Cauchy problem d dt q(t) = −f (−A, t) q(t), q(s) = u ∈ Dom(A), (1.4) where, for u ∈ Dom(A),
(T s u − u) ν(ds, t).
(1.5)
If f (x, t) = x α(t) , for a suitable function α(t) strictly between zero and one, we have −f (−A, t) = − (−A) α(t) (1.6) and in this sense we say that the operator (1.5) is a variable order operator. Furthermore, under suitable assumptions, the one-dimensional marginal of σ Π (t) has a density µ(x, t) satisfying equations of the form ∂ ∂t u(x, t) = − ∂ ∂x x 0 u(s, t)ν(x − s, t)ds (1.7)
whereν(s, t) = ν((s, ∞), t). In the case Π(λ, t) = ∂x α(t) u(x, t) (1.8) where the fractional derivative on the right-hand side must be understood in the Riemann-Liouville sense. The inverse processes L Π (t) = inf s ≥ 0 : σ Π (s) > t ( 1.9) are also investigated and the one-dimensional marginal of L Π (t) is shown to solve ∂ ∂t t 0 u(x, s)ν(t − s, x)ds − B t,x u(x, t) = − ∂ ∂x u(x, t) (1.10)
where B t,x is an integro-differential operator. Moreover, the composition of a homogeneous Markov process via L Π (t) is investigated and the corresponding governing equation is derived.
There is a wide literature inspiring such results. First of all there are many papers devoted to the well-known natural relationship between stable subordinators and fractional equations. It is well known that the one-dimensional marginal of a stable subordinator σ α (t) solves the fractional equation ∂ t u = −∂ α x u. The density of the inverse of σ α solves instead the time-fractional equation ∂ α t u = −∂ x u. The reader can consult [5] , [25, Chapter 8] , [30] and the references therein for further information on these topics. Note that equation (1.8) straigthforwardly generalizes these facts, and furthermore it turns out to be the governing equation of the socalled multistable subordinator studied by Molchanov and Ralchenko [34] . When the subordinator has a different Laplace exponent f then the governing equation can be written (see [41] ) as and (1.7) is the variable order generalization of (1.11) since the kernel of the convolution appearing in (1.7) depends on the time variable. Concerning the inverse processes we have a classical result due to Baeumer and Meerschaert [3] which states that the stochastic solution to a time-fractional Cauchy problem is a Lévy motion time-changed via the inverse of an α-stable subordinator. This framework has been generalized to other subordinators and inverses by different authors. In Meerschaert and Scheffler [29] the authors pointed out the the scale limit of a continuous time random walk in R d is a Lévy motion time-changed via the inverse of a general subordinator with Laplace exponent f (λ). In this case is proved that the one dimensional marginal solves f (∂ t )u = Au where
In [24] the author studied operators of the form
under suitable assumptions on the Laplace transform L[k]. He relates (1.12) with the Poisson process time-changed via the inverse of a subordinator, described in [28] . In [41] it is shown that by means of the tailν(s) of a Lévy measure ν( • ) it is possible to write the equation of the inverse of a general subordinator as
The case in whichν(s) is the tail of the Lévy measure corresponding to the Laplace exponent f (λ) = λ 2α + 2µλ α , for α ∈ (0, 1/2) and µ > 0, is investigated in detail in [10] and is related to finite velocity random motions. Note that equation (1.10) generalizes (1.13) in the sense the convolution-type operator on the left-hand side now depends on the space variable. We suggest [4] for a nice summary of the classical theory of time-changed processes. For a different approach to time-changes and the corresponding fractional equations the reader can consult [1; 35; 36] .
An interesting particular case of the processes studied in the present paper is given by the multistable subordinator. Multistable processes provide models to study phenomena which locally look like stable Lévy motions, but where the stability index evolves in time. There are two different types of multistable processes (for a complete discussion see [27] ). The first one is the so-called field-based process (see [13] [26] ), which is neither a markovian nor a pure-jump process. The second one is the multistable process with independent increments (see [14] ) with Laplace exponent 14) which can be considered as the prototype of non-homogeneous subordinators.
Non-homogeneous subordinators
Our research concerns the cádlàg processes
is a non-negative, differentiable function such that b(0) = 0, and e(s) is a Poisson point process in R + with characteristic measure ν(dx, dt). We will work throughout the whole paper under the following assumptions A1) ν(ds, • ) is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebegue measure, i.e. there exists a density such that ν(ds, dt) = ν(ds, t)dt. Furthermore the family of measures {ν(ds, t)} t≥0 is such that the function t → ν(ds, t) is continuous for each t. A2) for all t ≥ 0,
We call σ Π (t), t > 0, a non-homogeneous subordinator. Definition (2.1) consists in a slight generalization of the Lévy-Itô decomposition [18] which holds for non-decreasing Lévy processes (subordinators). Therefore σ Π (t) retains some important properties of the usual subordinators (that is the increments are independent and the sample paths are non-decreasing) but presents a fundamental difference consisting in the non-stationarity of the increments (whose distribution is here assumed to be time-dependent). Hence, the number of points of the poissonian process in any Borel set B ⊂ R + × R + of the form B = B × [s, t], where B ⊂ (0, ∞), possesses a Poisson distribution with parameter
In particular, the expected number of jumps of size [x, x + dx) occurring up to an arbitrary instant t is given by
In view of (2.2), which implies that 
Thus the function
is a Bernštein function for each value of t ≥ 0. We recall that a Bernštein function f is defined to be of class C ∞ with (−1) 
where a, b ≥ 0 and ν(ds) is a measure on (0, ∞) such that
Note that under A1) and A2), and the further assumption
there exists a Bernštein function λ → f (λ, t) such that (2.8) can be written as
In what follows the function s →ν(s, t) will denote the tail of the measure ν(ds, t), i.e.
2.1. Paths properties. The process σ Π (t), t ≥ 0, is the sum over a Poisson process, hence it has independent increments. As shown in the following theorems, σ Π (t) is continuous a.s. and, under suitable conditions, strictly increasing on any finite interval.
For the second term of (2.14) we have that
Continuity in probability implies that for any sequence t n ↑ t it is true that there exists a subsequence such that σ Π (t n ) → σ Π (t) a.s.. But since the processes σ Π (t) are cádlàg the left limit must exist a.s. and therefore it must be equal to σ Π (t). Thus the theorem is proved.
It is well-known that a Lévy process is strictly increasing on any finite interval if the Lévy measure is supported on (0, ∞) (and hence is a subordinator) and has infinite mass, ν(0, ∞) = ∞ (see, for example, [38, Theorem 21.3] ). In our case a similar result is true.
then it is clear that the process σ Π (t) is strictly increasing. Now let b ′ (t) = 0. Observe that the Poisson point process (e(s), s ≥ 0) is defined as the only point e(s) ∈ (0, ∞) such that for a Poisson random measure
where
, then the probability that the process σ Π (t), t ≥ 0, does not increase in [s, t] is the probability that there are no points in (0, ∞) × [s, t]. Let E j , j ∈ N, be a partition of (0, ∞) with ν(E j ) < ∞ for all j ∈ N, then
and by the countable additivity Theorem [23, p. 5] the sum (2.18) diverges with probability one since j ν(E j ) = ν(0, ∞) = ∞. Since this is true for any interval [s, t] and if ν(0, ∞) = ∞ the theorem is proved.
Remark 2.3. The process σ Π (t), t ≥ 0, defined as in (2.1) is an additive process in the sense of [38, Definition 1.6] . This is because (1) it has independent increments (it is the sum over a Poisson process); (2) X 0 = 0 a.s.; (3) it is stochastically continuous; (4) it is a.s. right-continuous with left-limit (Theorem 2.1).
Stochastic continuity from the left (Item (3)) can be immediately verified as the stochastic continuity from the right (as in the proof of Theorem 2.1).
2.2.
Time-inhomogeneous random sums. Since the compound Poisson process is the fundamental ingredient for the costruction of a standard subordinator, it is easy to imagine that random sums with time-dependent jumps play the same role in the definition of non-homogeneous subordinators.
Let N (t), t ≥ 0, be a non-homogeneous Poisson process with intensity g(t), t ≥ 0, and let T j = inf{t > 0 : N (t) = j}. We consider the random sum
where X(T j ) is the positive-valued jump occurring at time T j , having the conditional absolutely continuous distribution
The random variable Z(t) takes the value z = 0 with positive probability, and has a density for z > 0. Indeed
and, for each z > 0 we have that
The first factor is given by the convolution integral
while the second one can be computed as follows
Then we have
We define the function
The density of Z(t) can be written as
and therefore its Laplace transform is given by
Combining all pieces together we have that
with φ(x, t) of the form (2.27). Observe therefore that in this case we have that
is given by the n-convolution of the probability measure of the r.v.'s associated to the Lévy exponent
where t is fixed. However, unlike what happens for Lévy processes, such a distribution is not given by the n-th convolution of µ t n ( • ) because the increments are not stationary. As pointed out in Remark 2.3 the process σ Π (t) is an additive process. Therefore the fact that µ t ( • ) is infinitely divisible is also a consequence of [38, Theorem 9.1] .
It is crucial to observe that σ Π (t) can be approximated by means of a random sum of the form (2.19), as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let σ Π (t) be a non-homogeneous subordinator having Laplace exponent
as in (2.8) and assume that s →ν(s, t) is absolutely continuous on (0, ∞) for all t ≥ 0. Then there exists a process Z γ (t) of type (2.19) such that, for γ → 0, we have
Proof. Letν be the function in (2.13). Then
is a probability distribution, because it is positive and integrates to 1. Let us consider the process
where N γ (t) is a non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate g γ (t). We assume g γ (t) =ν(γ, t) and use (2.36) to write
In view of the discussion of Section 2.2 we have that
(γ,τ )dτ δ 0 (dx) (2.39) and
which converges to Ee −λσ Theorem 2.4 provides a method to construct an approximating process. As an example, let's apply such a method to the multistable subordinator defined in Molchanov and Ralchenko [34] . In this case, the time-dependent Lévy measure is
for a suitable stability index τ → α(τ ) with values in (0, 1) in such a way that the conditions A1) and A2) are fulfilled. The Laplace transform thus reads
the approximating process Z γ (t) is based on a non-homogeneous Poisson process
A convenient way to deal with the non-homogeneity of the multistable process is to consider its localizability. We remind that σ Π (t) il localizable at t if the following limit holds in distribution (see, for example, [27] )):
where Z t (T ), T > 0 is the so-called local process (or tangent process) at time t. A fundamental property of
In the case where σ Π (t) is a multistable process, the local approximation at a fixed t > 0 is a stable subordinator with index α(t). By taking the Laplace tranform,
where the limit produces a non-trivial result by assuming that the similarity index is h(t) = 1/α(t). Another way to approximate σ Π (t) is now given by means of stable processes. We split the interval [0, t] into n sub-intervals of length t n and assume α i = α t n i . We can write and this proves that the following equality holds in distribution
where σ αi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are independent stable subordinators with index α i = α t n i . To conclude this section on distributional properties, we provide sufficient conditions for the absolute continuity with respect to the Lebesgue measure of the distribution of a non-homogeneous subordinator.
Theorem 2.5. Let σ Π (t), t ≥ 0 be a non-homogeneous subordinator with Laplace exponent
Suppose that s →ν(s, t) is absolutely continuous on (0, ∞) and furthermore assume Proof. Consider the approximating process Z γ (t) with distribution
(γ,τ )dτ δ 0 (dx) (2.50)
which converges weakly to the law of σ
Consider the Lebesgue decomposition of p Zγ , written as
(2.51)
By hypothesis we know that
(γ,τ )dτ δ 0 (dx) (2.52) since s →ν(s, t) is absolutely continuous and therefore the Lévy measure is absolutely continous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Therefore by letting γ → 0 we observe
(γ,τ )dτ (2.53) which goes to zero as γ → 0 since t 0 ν(0, τ )dτ = ∞ and the continuity of the function γ → t 0ν (γ, τ )dτ follows from the continuity of γ →ν(γ, t) .
The governing equations.
Under the assumptions of the above theorem, we now derive the equation governing the density of a non-homogeneous subordinator. In the following, we will denote as q(x, t) the density of σ Π (t), when it exists, i.e.
Theorem 2.6. Let σ Π (t), t ≥ 0, be a non-homogeneous subordinator and let the assumptions of Theorem 2.5 hold. Then a Lebesgue density of σ Π (t) exists and solves the variable-order equation
provided that q(x, t) is differentiable with respect to x, subject to q(x, 0)dx = δ 0 (dx) for x ≥ 0, and q(b(t), t) = 0, for t > 0.
Proof. Now we consider the Laplace transform of the right-hand side of equation (2.55) and we get that
where we used the fact that
Therefore the solution to (2.55) has Laplace transform
which becomes, since q(b(t), t) = 0,
and coincides with Ee −λσ
If σ Π (t) is a multistable subordinator with index α(t), we havē
and the governing equation reads
Keeping in mind the definition of the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order α ∈ (0, 1)
we can write (2.61) as where the operator D R x (t) acts on the variable x but also depends on t. Using this notation, we say that the density of a non-homogeneous subordinator solves the following Cauchy problem 
The inverse process
In this section we consider the process
where σ Π (x) is a non-homogeneous subordinator without drift, namely b ′ (x) = 0 for all x. We throughout assume that
and that
) is an absolutely continuous function on (0, ∞). (3.3)
By using Theorem 2.1 and Remark 2.2 it is clear that the process L Π is well defined as the inverse process of σ Π (t). Observe that, a.s.,
and, under (3.2), the process σ Π (t) is strictly increasing on any finite time interval (Proposition 2.2). In the following, we denote by x → l(x, t) the Lebesgue density of L Π (t), when such a density exists. The inverse of a classical subordinator has a Lebesgue density ([29, Theorem 3.1]). We provide here an equivalent version of [29, Theorem 3.1] valid for non-homogeneous subordinators.
Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (3.2) and (3.3) the process L Π (t), t ≥ 0, has a Lebesgue density which can be written as
Proof. Define
and
We will show that L(z, t) = R(z, t). By using the convolution theorem for the Laplace transform we have that
The use of the relationship
leads to the Laplace transform
Therefore we have proved that
and thus in any point of continuity it is true that
If we prove that t → R(z, t) and t → L(z, t) are continuous functions then we have proved the Theorem for all t. Note that under (3.2) the process σ Π (t) is strictly increasing on any finite interval in view of Proposition 2.2. Therefore the process L Π (t) is a.s. continuous and therefore it is also continuous in distribution. This implies that t → R(z, t) is continuous. Now we show that t → L(z, t) is continuous. Note that, for h > 0, (s, x)ds < ∞, (3.14)
the first integral in (3.12) goes to zero by an application of the dominated convergence theorem. The second integral is for any ∞ > z > t and sufficiently small h
another application of the dominated convergence theorem shows that the second integral in (3.12) goes to zero. For h < 0 the arguments are similar. This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. If x →ν(t, x) is differentiable and if the density x → l(x, t) is differentiable then l(x, t) solves the equation
in the sense of distributions, namely it solves pointwise the Cauchy problem
where D R t (x) is the generalized Riemann-Liouville derivative acting on t and depending on x ≥ 0, and B t,x is an operator acting on both t and x defined as
Proof. We can adapt [25, Theorem 8.4 .1] to our case. It is sufficient to derive both sides of (3.4) and apply
where in the last step we referred to (2.67).
Remark 3.3. Non stationarity is here expressed by the term B t,x l(x, t), which vanishes in the case of the inverse of a classical subordinator, and by the fact that the kernel of D R t (x) depends on x ≥ 0. In the case of the inverse of a classical stable subordinator, Theorem 3.2 obviously leads to the well-known Cauchy problem [31, eq (5.
for α ∈ (0, 1).
We remark that a first study on time fractional equations with state-dependent index appears in [15] where the following equation is considered
The fractional derivative is meant in the Dzerbayshan-Caputo sense and the second member arises by writing the forward equations with the adjoint of the generator of the Poisson semigroup.
3.1. Time changed Markov processes via the inverse of non-homogeneous subordinators. We now consider the composition of a Markov process with the inverse of a non-homogeneous subordinator. Let X(u), u > 0 be a Markov process in R d such that X(0) = y a.s. and
We assume that p(x, y, u) is a smooth probability density satisfying the following Cauchy problem:
where S x is the adjoint of the Markovian generator acting on the variable x. Moreover let L Π (t), t ≥ 0, be the inverse of a non-homogeneous subordinator, with density as in Theorem 3.1
By assuming that X(t) and L Π (t) are independent, we study the composition
Then X(L Π (t)) has a smooth density, defined as
By using simple arguments, we now derive the governing equation for (3.29).
Proposition 3.4. Under the above assumptions, the density (3.29), for t ≥ 0, solves the following equation in the sense of distributions:
and by using (3.19) and (3.26), which hold for positive times, we can write
and the proof is complete.
Remark 3.5. In the case X(t) is a Brownian motion starting from y and L Π (t) is the inverse of a multistable subordinator with index α(x) ∈ (0, 1) we have ν(t, x) =
∂t α(x) , and thus the governing equation reads
where α(0) = α 0 and
Note that (3.33) is a generalization of the well-known fractional diffusion equation to which it reduces when u → α(u) is constant, that is
Remark 3.6. Consider the case where the Markov process is a deterministic time, namely the starting point is y = 0 and X(t) = t. In this case we have S x = − ∂ ∂x so that the governing equation becomes, for x ≥ 0,
and obviously coincides with that of L Π since the probability density of X(u) is p(x, 0, u) = δ(x − u).
Non-homogeneous Bochner subordination
We consider in this section a generalization of the Bochner subordination. We recall here some basic facts. Let T t be a C 0 -semigroup of operators (the reader can consult [25] for classical information on this topic) i.e. a family of linear operators on a Banach space (B, • B ) such that, for all u ∈ B,
(1) T t u − u t exists as strong limit (4.2) and let T t u B ≤ u B . Let µ t ( • ) be a convolution semigroup of sub-probability measures associated with a subordinator, i.e. a family of measures {µ t } t≥0 satisfying
and such that
is a Bernštein function. The operator defined by the Bochner integral
is said to be a subordinate semigroup in the sense of Bochner. A classical result due to Phillips [37] states that T f t is again a C 0 -semigroup and is generated by
which is always defined at least on Dom(A) [39, Theorem 12.6] . In order to extend such a result to non-homogeneous evolutions, a generalization of the notion of one-parameter semigroup is needed. Let (B, . B ) be a Banach space. A family of mappings T s,t from B to itself, defined by the pair of numbers s and t (such that 0 ≤ s ≤ t), is said to be a propagator (two-parameter semigroup) if for each u ∈ B, [25, Section 1.9] (1) T t,t u = u, for each t ≥ 0; (2) T s,t T r,s u = T r,t u, for r ≤ s ≤ t;
It is obvious that a propagator T s,t reduces to a classical one-parameter semigroup in the case where it only depends on the difference t − s.
Let σ Π (t), t ≥ 0, be a non-homogeneous subordinator and consider the measures µ s,t (.) corresponding to the distribution of the increments σ Π (t) − σ Π (s) which are obviously such that
as can be ascertained by applying the Campbell theorem to σ Π (t) − σ Π (s) under the assumption (2.11). Therefore, it is easy to verify that the family of measures {µ s,t ( • )} 0≤s≤t forms a two-parameter convolution semigroup of probability measures since, from the independence of the increments and (4.7), we get µ s,t * µ r,s = µ r,t , r ≤ s ≤ t. Consider the operator defined by the Bochner integral on B
(4.8)
The family of operators {T s,t } 0≤s≤t forms a two-parameter semigroup of operators on B, i.e., (4.8) is a propagator. This can be easily ascertained by observing that for all u ∈ B
We consider here the case where the generator (A, Dom(A)) of T t is a selfadjoint, dissipative operator on an Hilbert space (H, • , • ) and thus we have that T t u H ≤ u H (see, for example, [19, Section 2.7] and [39, Chapter 11] for classical information on linear operators on Hilbert spaces). Recall that an operator is said to be dissipative if Au, u ≤ 0 for all u ∈ Dom(A) and
(4.10)
Theorem 4.1. Let the above assumptions (including (2.11)) be fulfilled. The family of operators T s,t acting on an element u ∈ H is a bounded propagator on H and for u ∈ Dom(A), the map t → T s,t u solves, 11) where the family of generators {−f (−A, t)} t≥0 , can be defined as
12)
a Bochner integral on Dom(A).
Proof. First note that
and therefore T s,t is bounded.
Then we recall ( [39, Theorem 11.4] and [19, Theorem 2.7.30] ) that within such a framework we have by the spectral Theorem that for u ∈ Dom(A)
where E(B) : Dom(A) → Dom(A), B a Borel set of R, is an orthogonal projectionvalued measure supported on the spectrum of A defined as
Therefore since from (4.14) it is true that for a function Φ :
we have that
We now verify that T s,t T r,s u = T r,t u, r ≤ s ≤ t, in order to show that for all u ∈ H the operator T s,t is a propagator since the other defining properties as trivially verified. We have that, for all u ∈ H,
For a function u such that
the representation (4.12) can be shown to be true: use (4.16) to write
4.1. Time-changed Brownian motion via non-homogeneous subordinators. In this section we provide some basic facts concerning Brownian motion time-changed with a non-homogeneous subordinator. This is the immediate generalization of the classical subordinate Brownian motion: the reader can consult [9; 21; 22; 40] for recent developments on this point. Therefore we assume now that
where B is an n-dimensional Brownian motion starting from x ∈ R n . We have therefore the formal representation
where ∆ is the n-dimensional Laplace operator such that
Therefore we get
Consider, for example, the case of a multistable subordinator, where Π(λ, t) = 
for a function u ∈ Dom(∆). Note that in this case we have a Brownian motion composed with the multistable subordinator whose increments have characteristic function
By following, for example, [11, Section 3.1] the generator (4.30) can be also defined as
with Dom (−∆)
In general, we observe that for any non-homogeneous subordinator we can write 
, t u(ξ)dξ < ∞, ∀t ≥ 0 . Remark 4.2. These last remarks have some relationships with Hoh's symbolic calculus (discussed in [16] , [17, Chapter 6 and 7] ) and in particular with [12] . In full generality one can consider a Fourier symbol of the form
where f : [0, ∞) × R n → R is a Bernstein function for each fixed x ∈ R n and ι(x, ξ) is a symbol in the Hoh's class. Then under some technical assumptions [12, Theorem 2.4] it is true that the (variable order) pseudodifferential operator
generates a Feller semigroup (on C 0 (R n )). The Fourier symbol of our processes can be of the form f (ι(x, ξ), t) but the dependence on t clearly originates nonhomogeneous Markov processes and therefore two-parameter semigroups.
We investigate here the mean square displacement i.e. the quantity
Roughly speaking, a stochastic process is said to have a diffusive asymptotic behaviour when M (t) ∼ Ct i.e. the mean square displacement grows linearly with time. When M (t) ∼ t α , α ∈ (0, 1), the process is said to be subdiffusive, while if α > 1 it is super-diffusive (the reader can consult [32; 33] for an overview on anomalous diffusive behaviours). Here it is interesting to note that the mean value of the Lévy measure, namely ∞ 0 wν(dw, t) determines under which conditions the asymptotic behavior is respectively diffusive, sub-diffusive or super-diffusive. it is true that M (t) < ∞ for all t < t 0 (2) Under (4.41) for t 0 = ∞, we have that 0 < lim and therefore the proof of Item (2) and (3) is easy to be done. (4.55)
Remark 4.4. For the reader who is familiar with fractional (anomalous) diffusion processes we give here some intuitive flashes of insight. The subordinate Brownian motion, as well as its generalization proposed above is, in general, a non pathwise continuous process. Hence it is not a diffusion. However the subordinate Brownian motion is sometimes included in the class of the so-called fractional diffusions (or anomalous diffusions) since the discontinuity of the sample paths is introduced via a time-change and therefore it develops in an operational time. If, now, we denote such an operational time as t ⋆ then the generalized subordinate Brownian motion is the process B σ Π (t ⋆ ) where the external time is t = σ Π (t ⋆ ). Therefore it must be clear that the parameters must depend on the operational time t ⋆ and not on the externally measured time t. In the fractional case this dependece must be meant as t ⋆ → α(t ⋆ ) as well as in the tempered case we have t ⋆ → θ(t ⋆ ).
